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ABSTRACT. Algorithms of diret and reverse relativisti four dimension transformation ofbaryentri and geoentri elestial referene oordinate systems (BCRS and GCRS) aord-ing to IAU Resolution B1(2000) are developed. It is shown that appliation of four dimensionoordinate systems does not involve any ompliations for the redution of observations. Trans-formation between BCRS and GCRS is onsidered as a part of the general proedure of linkingInternational Celestial Referene System to International Terrestrial Referene System, providedby the International Earth Rotation Servie.1. INTRODUCTIONThe sub-milliarseond-level and the miroarseond-level of preision antiipated for futureobservational systems demands improved models at all levels of analysis. These improved modelsrequire to take into aount orretions of General Relativity Theory in data proessing. That iswhy in 1990 at IAU Colloquium N127 (IAU, 1991), IAU reommendations for referene framesand time sales have been formulated in the framework of General Relativity for the �rst time.In 1991 aÆrmation of IAU reommendations as Resolution A4 (1991) at the 21th GA IAUand later as Resolution 2 of IUGG (1991) gave the oor for the qualitative hange of GeneralRelativity role for ephemeris.At present aording to IAU Resolutions two main pratially used oordinate systems areexisting. There are ICRS, International Celestial Referene System and ITRS, InternationalTerrestrial Referene System. The time sales of ICRS and ITRS should be respetively TCB(Baryentri Coordinate Time) and TCG (Geoentri Coordinate Time). These sales shouldbe onsidered as four-dimention relativisti oordinate system, onneted by four-dimention rel-ativisti transformation with additional three-dimention rotation of spae axes of oordinates.To solve the majority of astronomial tasks it is suÆient to have the only ICRS, ITRS and itspratial realization as ICRF and ITRF. However to onnet ICRF and ITRF it is neessaryto introdue one more loal geoentri system with the same time sale TCG, as well as ITRShas, and with the same diretion of spae axes, as well as ICRS has. Suh a system is intro-81



dued by IAU Resolution 1.3 (2000) and it is intermediate system between BCRS, BaryentriCelestial Referene System, identi�ed with ICRS, and ITRS and has a title of GCRS, Geoen-tri Celestial Referene System. The present work is aimed to develop tehnique for pratialuse of BCRS!GCRS and GCRS!BCRS transformations in astrometry taking into aountIAU Resolutions (IAU, 2001), spei�ed realization of BCRS and GCRS with TCB and TCG,orrespondingly.2. CALCULATIONS AND RESULTSTo perform transformation from BCRS to GCRS and reverse is neessary to alulate inadvane several values, suh as vetor of Earth's veloity, Solar System bodies potential, funtionof time and funtion alled relativisti time equation, what has been alulated by integrationin numerial as well as analytial form. The algorithm inludes determination of a time momentand soure oordinates in GCRS, orrespondent to the time moment and baryentri soureoordinates in BCRS, following to formula of transformation (Brumberg and Groten, 2001)The reverse transformation is onstruted by means of similar tabled values of funtionsmentioned above but in dependene on argument TCG ( in limits of Post-Newtonian aurayit does not requires any additional alulations). Additional alulations (omparatively to direttransformation) will be needed only in the ase of determination of value, de�ned Earth motionas funtion of TCG. After the tabled values have been alulated, then soure oordinates atthe time moment in BCRS are determined by reverse transformation (Brumberg and Groten,2001)We arried out alulation following suggested sheme of diret and reverse transformationsin two ways (analytial and numerial) for an objet, loated in point of orbit of geostationarysatellite and onditional objet, loated at the distane of 1 a.u. from baryenter of SolarSystem. To ontrol of auray of transformations, four-dimension objet oordinates have beenused as initial data for reverse transformation. The reverse transformation resulted again to four-dimension oordinates of the soure in BCRS. The omparison of the obtained values and initialnumbers, used in diret transformation serves as harateristi of auray of alulations. Theanalysis of performed alulations has shown that auray level, what has been initially �xedhas been obtained. In the both onsidered soures (at geostationary orbit and onditional soure)in time transformation an error is not manifested up to 10-9, for the oordinate transformation,relative error is less then.3. CONCLUSIONSStudy of results obtained shows that alulated oordinates by use of suggested tehnique donot di�er from set values at the level of required preision (Post-Newtonian approah taken intoaount terms of order). Thus, the preision level of the task is reahed. Consequently proposednumerial realization for transformation BCRS!GCRS and GCRS!BCRS an be used in dataproessing.4. REFERENCES1. Brumberg V.A. and Groten E, 2001. Astron. Astrophys., 367, 1070-1077.2. IAU, 1991. Proeedings of the 127th Colloquium of the International Astronomial Union.Referene Systems. Observatory Washington, D.C., 1991.3. IAU, 2001. IAU Information Bull. 88, 28-40 (Erata: ibid., 89, 4, 2001), 2001.82


